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"USE BORNEO IN A SENTENCE BORNEO SENTENCE EXAMPLES

"mirror know
May 14th, 2020 — a literary mirror is an invaluable resource for those researching twentieth century balinese authors who wrote in indonesian until now such writers have received very little attention in the existing literature an appendix gives short biographical details of many significant writers and lists their work'

ISTINGGAR
JUNE 4TH, 2020 — THE NAME ISTINGGAR ES FROM PORTUGUESE WORD ESPINGARDA MEANING ARQUEBUS OR MUSKET THIS TERM THEN CORRUPTED INTO ASTINGGAR AND ISTINGGARDA EVENTUALLY TO ISTINGGAR THE WORD HAS MANY VARIATIONS IN THE ARCHIPELAGO SUCH AS SETINGGAR SATINGGAR ISTENGGARA ASTENGGER ALTANGGAR ASTINGGAL AND ISPINGGAR

"cetbang
June 2nd, 2020 — early cetbang is made from bronze and is a breech loaded weapon in the 16th century iron is also used the size of cetbang used by the majapahit navy varied from one to three meters in length the three meter long cetbang was usually used by the larger ships in the majapahit navy see djong however most of these guns had small bores 30 to 60 mm'

"leti Language
May 18th, 2020 — Leti Is An Austronesian Language Spoken On The Island Of Leti In Maluku Although It Shares Much Vocabulary With The Neighboring Luang Language It Is Marginally Mutually Intelligible Fewer Than 1 Of Leti Speakers Are Literate In Leti Though Between 25 And 50 Of Them Are Literate In Another Language'

"strategies of survival the malay royal cambridge core
March 30th, 2020 — 5 dutch officials working on riau ment on raja ali haji see for example swellengrebel j l in leidjdeckers voetspoer verhandelingen van het koninklijk instituut 67 pp 185 91 s gravenhage 1974 he was an acknowledged expert on matters of malay protocol and genealogy and was consulted by temenggung abu bakar in 1868 about the latter s assumption of the title raja'

"history writing in premodern nusantara
May 24th, 2020 — vladimir braginsky the heritage of traditional malay literature a historical survey of genres writings and literary views vol 214 verhandelingen van het koninklijk instituut voor taal land en volkenkunde leiden kitlv press 2004 henri chambert loir the history of a history variant versions of the sulalat al salatin'

"the book drenched
June 2nd, 2020 — archipelago is also designated indian archipelago east indies indonesia asiatic archipelago or insulinde it begins with the large island ofsumatra which lies toohe westofthemalay peninsula and is separated fromitbythe straits ofmalacca thenarrow sunda strait parts sumatra fromtheneighbouring island ofjava toits south east java'